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1. Why is it inappropriate to look angrily at sentient beings after having committed to benefit other sentient 
beings? 
 
When one has entrusted oneself as a servant to other sentient beings, one should not mistreat them, for 
example, by looking inappropriately at them: ‘it is unsuitable to look angrily at sentient beings with the eyes that 
belong to them’. In other words, having dedicated oneself to benefiting others, one does not use one’s eyes to 
give them dirty looks, or use one’s limbs, arms or legs to make inappropriate gestures, by hitting, pushing or 
kicking others and so forth. If one has taken to heart the commitment to cherish other sentient beings, these 
ways of mistreating others are totally inappropriate. 
 
2. Are degenerated ethics the fault of the individual? Explain what these faults are due to. 

144ab. Ethics, view and faults  
         Are out of our control as they are powered by the afflictions. 

 
                   The commentary answers the hypothetical question saying:    

Answer: The degenerated ethics and view, faults due to lifestyle and so forth, i.e., degenerated 
view and action, are due to the power of the adventitious mental afflictions and not faults I 
created purposely under my own power. As explained here very precisely, degenerated ethics i.e. 
behaviour and so forth and faulty view, faults due to lifestyle and so forth, are due to the power 
of the adventitious mental afflictions and not faults I created purposely under my own power. 
We need to remind ourselves of these essential points again and again in relation to both others 
and ourselves. It is not individual being who is at fault, rather the faults are due to the influence 
of the mental afflictions. It is the afflictions that that are at the fault rather than the individual 
person, whether it is oneself or others. This is in line with the explanation in Aryadeva’s Four 
Hundred Verses where it indicates that the Buddha does not see other individual beings faulty; 
rather he sees the delusions within their mind as the fault. These are essential points. When one 
reprimands oneself one needs to understand that, ‘It is due to the delusions in my mind that I’m 
engaging in such negative behaviours, or holding faulty views. So if I overcome these delusions, 
then all will be rectified, and all will be good.  

 

3. Explain verse 148 
148. I shall make my qualities clear  

By any means to all the transitory worlds, 
And I shall take care 
That nobody hears about his qualities 
 
a.The commentary explains the meaning as follows: I shall proclaim and make clear our qualities 

by any means to all the transitory worlds and further I shall take care that nobody hears about 
the qualities of this bodhisattva. Again, having exchanged oneself with the other, in relation to 
others one should proclaim their qualities and hide their faults, and in relation to oneself, one 
should proclaim one’s faults and hide one’s qualities. This practice highlights that as ordinary 
beings, we make our qualities clear to the whole world, while do everything possible to hide 
our faults. But when a bodhisattva exchanges themself with the other, they proclaim their own 



faults and hide their qualities. The practice of proclaiming others’ faults whilst hiding one’s 
qualities and proclaiming one’s own qualities whilst hiding one’s faults, seems a common 
practice in Australian politics. We can see that even if the opposition has a good project, it is 
not mentioned, but criticised in every way.   

   We can see that the practice of ruining another’s reputation or proclaiming their faults, 
especially in politics, becomes a real cause for dispute and confusion. We can see it really 
confuses people’s minds because they are left not knowing who to believe any more. In 
Australia we are very fortunate that people are generally goodnatured and quite intelligent, so 
it doesn’t bring such chaos. However there are many instances in other countries where this 
behaviour can cause chaos; not only confusion but chaos because people get really upset and 
angry. When they hear about the faults of the opposition they believe it is all true, and this 
causes a lot of angst, which can cause protests or retaliation etc. So we can see this is a 
malevolent practice that can cause distress in people’s minds.   

 
b. As a way of putting that into practice, one snatches away whatever desired objects one observes on one’s 
body. This indicates that one snatches away from oneself one’s possessions, clothing and food, and uses them 
to benefit other sentient beings. In other words, not feeding and clothing one’s body just to maintain oneself, 
but rather using it for the purpose of others. Furthermore, one gives up grasping at mine and puts them to use 
for others. When one has a strong self-cherishing mind, then one considers possessions such as food and so 
forth as mine. Giving away these possessions means giving up strong self-cherishing, and using these possessions 
for the purpose of benefitting others.   
 
4.a. In order to engage in exchanging self with other what is the way of checking the mind that the 
bodhisattvas advise themselves? 
What one checks is whether one is harming others or not. This means checking ‘Am I harming others or am I 
benefitting them?’, and then constantly maintaining that awareness of how one is conducting oneself.   
 

b. And what is the way of putting that into practice? 
As a way of putting that into practice, one snatches away whatever desired objects one observes on one’s body. 
This indicates that one snatches away from oneself one’s possessions, clothing and food, and uses them to 
benefit other sentient beings. In other words, not feeding and clothing one’s body just to maintain oneself, but 
rather using it for the purpose of others. Furthermore, one gives up grasping at mine and puts them to use for 
others. When one has a strong self-cherishing mind, then one considers possessions such as food and so forth 
as mine. Giving away these possessions means giving up strong self-cherishing, and using these possessions for 
the purpose of benefitting others.   
 
5. Explain how we can implement our understanding of karma in a profound way? 
 
……  although others commit faults such as harming one, bodhisattvas should make these their own faults and 
carry the burden of experiencing the results themselves. This is a profound way of implementing the 
understanding of karma. If one experiences harm from anyone, that harm is none other than the result of one’s 
own previous karma. If we had not created the karma to experience harm, then no one would be able to harm 
us. If one implements that understanding of karma, then one can take harm from others upon oneself as being 
one’s own fault: that is, if someone harms us, it is basically the ripening of our own previously created negative 
karma, thus we experience the harm. 
 
6. Respond to the hypothetical argument/question “Since one wishes to work for others one should support 
the body on the basis of craving”. 
 
Answer: This is unsuitable. However much we work at supporting this body with food and such, on the basis of 
cherishing it that much through craving, while not achieving the slightest of one’s wishes, one will in fact receive 
great suffering. It will be very hard to support it because one falls into the very stage of extreme fragility that 



makes it hard for it to bear even small sufferings. This hypothetical argument is a continuation of the dialogue 
with the self-cherishing mind. Here the ‘selfcherishing’ mind is saying that  since one wishes to work for others 
one should support the body on the basis of craving’. In other words, it is saying that craving and providing 
oneself with beautiful clothes, nice food, and taking care of one’s every need desire is good, because it supports 
one; providing one with beautiful clothes, nice food, and taking care of one’s every need to in benefitting others. 
This is a strategic move from the self-cherishing in saying ‘oh, I’m being considerate. There’s a reason why I’m 
craving these good things, such as nice food and clothing etc., . – it is to help others.’ This perspective does occur 
to us. We may start thinking that if it’s for the benefit of others then it must be fine to crave good things.   The 
answer of course is that this it is unsuitable, to crave things in order to take care of the body. The commentary 
explains that it is unsuitable because, however much we work at supporting this body with food and such, on 
the basis of cherishing it that much through craving, . This meaning means that we will strive to support the 
body with the most pleasant food one can possibly acquire, the most tasty, the most nicely presented, nice 
smelling, nice tasting and with clothing that looks nice, and feels soft and pleasant on one’s body, while all the 
time the mind of craving just wants the best for the sake of gratification. So while not achieving the slightest of 
one’s wishes, one will in fact receive great suffering. The point here is that, when the mind of craving desires the 
best of everything (food, clothing, dwelling etc.) whilst it does not achieve even the slightest of its wishes, and 
one will instead experience great suffering. This is the point emphasised here, . and It is very true that through 
the mind of craving we are so used to wanting the best for oneself, and when the slightest thing goes wrong, it 
causes so much discomfort and unhappiness in the mind. To further emphasise the point the commentary 
explains that it will be very hard to support it, meaning support the body with craving, because one falls into the 
very stage of extreme fragility that makes it hard for it to bear even small sufferings. So as a consequence of 
craving the best for oneself, when the slightest thing goes wrong, we immediately cannot bear it and so 
experience great suffering. Then, when something goes well we feel elated, . So we go through these extremes 
of either elation or disappointment and unhappiness when things don’t go well. The state of going through these 
extremes comes from the strong craving we have for sustaining ourselves 
 
7. a. What is the way to familiarise one’s mind with love and compassion. 
 
 The way to really familiarise our mind with love and compassion is by constantly investigating how best to 
further develop these states of mind. How does it develop and how is it expressed? How does love increase? 
How can compassion increase? Investigating in this way, we need to find the best conditions to increase the 
mind of love and compassion within ourselves. How is it received by others? How does it make oneself feel? The 
more we investigate along these lines, the more we will see the core value of love and compassion, and the 
more we will be inclined to embrace and develop it further. 
 
    b. What is the value or importance of developing love and compassion? 
  
 The reason why I emphasise these points again and again is so that we can all see the value of love and 
compassion. However the most important thing is to actually put it into practice. Indeed, for us who consider 
ourselves practitioners, there is no more important practice than developing love and compassion, not to 
mention it being the essence of the Mahayana practice. If one wishes to subdue one’s mind there is no greater 
practice then acquainting one’s mind with love and compassion. If one wishes to overcome delusions, to purify 
negativities and accumulate merit, there is no greater practice than developing love and compassion. If you wish 
want for the your Dharma studies to serve as a means to subdue your own mind, then it essential to embrace 
the importance of developing love and compassion and treat it as your core practice. But if you treat the Dharma 
like a normal academic study for grades and qualifications, as a means to further increase pride, and a sense of 
competitiveness with others, to increase anger, jealousy, attachment and so forth, then you need not develop 
love and compassion. If one’s Dharma study becomes a means to further increase the delusions, then rather 
than overcoming them, then it completely defeats the real purpose of that Dharma study. We need to really 
understand the crucial benefits of love and compassion – if there was no one with love and compassion, then 
there would be no one to provide help in times of real difficulty and strife. Indeed the only person who does 
come to one’s aid is someone who has a genuine concern for one’s wellbeing, and thus genuine love and 
compassion. Those who lacked love and compassion will not come to one’s aid. So we can see how love and 
compassion serves as the basis for the wellbeing of all. 
 



8. a Before one can generate superior insight what does one need to do? 
  
              The commentary explains: therefore, in order to eliminate all afflictive obscurations and obscurations to 
knowledge, one needs to generate superior insight. Before that, one needs in turn to achieve calm abiding, and 
therefore i turn my mind away from all wrong paths, such as disturbing thoughts of sense objects, which obstruct 
the generation of calm abiding. By way of the eight abandoning recognitions i shall place the mind continuously 
in equipoise on a correct object. Having contemplated the reasons presented earlier, one strives to eliminate 
both the afflictive obscurations – which include the six root delusions of attachment, anger, pride, ignorance, 
wrong views and doubt, and the seeds of those delusions – as well as the obscurations to knowledge, which are 
the latent imprints of the obscurations. To do that, one needs to generate superior insight in order to overcome 
the seeds of the delusions, as well as their imprints. Before that, one needs to in turn to achieve calm abiding, 
and therefore i turn my mind away from all wrong paths. The point here is that one needs to generate superior 
insight, which is to be presented in the next chapter, and before that, one needs in turn to achieve calm abiding. 
So, having been presented with all the conditions for developing calm abiding, i turn my mind away from all 
wrong paths, such as disturbing thoughts of sense objects. Further, one turns one’s mind away from all wrong 
paths, such as the disturbing thoughts of sense objects, which obstruct the generation of calm abiding. The 
actual method for developing calm abiding is referred to here – by way of the eight abandoning recognitions i 
shall place the mind continuously in equipoise on a correct object. The eight abandoning recognitions are as 
presented in the lam rim. 
 
  b. What is the definition of calm abiding?  
       
            The definition of calm abiding is: a concentration that is able to focus single-pointedly on a chosen object 
for as long as one wishes, and which is combined with the bliss of physical and mental pliancy.   
 
9. Explain this verse from Nagarjuna’s Precious Garland: 

For as long as there is grasping at the aggregates,  
For that long there is grasping at ‘I’. 
For as long as there is grasping at the ‘I’  
One creates the karma 
 

Grasping at true existence of the aggregates is the misconception that perceives the aggregates as being truly 
existent. This is our normal perception of the aggregates. Rather than seeing the aggregates as being an entity 
that is dependent on many parts, their causes and conditions, we perceive them as being independently existent, 
existing from their own side, without depending on anything else for their existence.  
As the aggregates appear to us in this way we apprehend the aggregates as being truly existent without 
depending on causes or conditions or parts and so forth. Believing in that perception is called true-grasping at 
the aggregates. Grasping at the aggregates as being truly existent then leads onto grasping at the self and ‘I’ and 
what belongs to me as ‘mine’.  
We need to understand how grasping at a truly existent ‘I’ produces grasping at ‘mine’. From ‘mine’ comes my 
friends and my enemies and strangers. Strong grasping at my friend then produces the state of mind of 
attachment, and through that strong attachment a lot of negativities are created. Thoughts of ‘my enemy’ give 
rise to anger or aversion, and out of that aversion or anger one also creates a lot of negativity. In relation to 
strangers one generates a mind of indifference and lack of interest for their wellbeing            
10.a. Clarify the difference between deluded obscuration and obscuration to omniscience.  
 
The deluded obscurations are, for example, grasping at the true existence of self and phenomena. The imprints 
of these the delusions, including these misconceptions of grasping to the self of person and phenomena, are 
said to be the obscurations to omniscience. 
The Prasangika specifically explain that due to the imprints of the delusions one still has the appearance of true 
existence, and these mistaken appearances are actually the obscuration to omniscience. 



Let’s clarify the difference between deluded obscuration and obscuration to omniscience. With every delusion, 
such as attachment, there is a distinction between the seed of the delusion and the imprint of the delusion. The 
seed of delusion is defined as that which serves as a cause for a similar delusion to occur in the next instance. 
Given the definition of a seed, then for as long as one has the seed of attachment, that attachment will be 
perpetually generated until the seed of attachment is completely abandoned. 
Although one has abandoned the seed of attachment, one still has the imprint of attachment. This is also true 
for all the other delusions, and it is the imprints of the delusions that cause the mistaken appearance of true 
existence. Even when one has abandoned the seeds of delusions, there’s still an appearance of true existence, 
up until the point that one completely abandons the imprints of all delusions. 
So according to the Prasangika view, all sentient beings’ sense faculties will necessarily have this mistaken 
appearance of true existence because, by definition, a sentient being is a being who has not overcome the 
imprints of the delusions.  
 
b. Give an illustration 
 
An illustration of when the sense faculty itself is influenced by a mistaken perception of true existence how this 
causes a mistaken appearance, can be seen on a grosser level with the mind of sleep. During sleep we have what 
is called the sleep consciousness to which all dreams appear. In the dream state we see horses, elephants, 
houses etc., which are mistaken appearances because they do not really exist. In dreams they appear to the 
mind as actually existing, but in fact they do not really exist as they appear – they are non-existent. 
In syllogisms, the example used for things lacking true existence, is that they are like a dream. Things in a dream 
appear to be real but they actually don’t exist. Likewise truly existent phenomena do not exist. 
It is said that it is only a buddha’s mind that does not have any mistaken appearances, because a buddha has 
completely eliminated the very imprints of all the delusions. Thus, for a buddha’s mind there is no mistaken 
appearance whatsoever. For example, an arhat who has overcome the seeds of delusions still has mistaken 
appearance of true existence, because they have not yet abandoned the imprints of the delusions. So until one 
achieves buddhahood one has not overcome the mistaken appearances. 
 
11.Give the definition of conventional truth and the definition of ultimate truth as presented here in the 
Bodhisattvacharyavatara and those that are presented in the Madhyamaka.1 
 

Then the commentary gives the actual explanation of ultimate truth. Persons and the aggregates are illusory 
truths and the lack of inherent existence of the person and the aggregates are examples that exemplify ultimate 
truth. As further presented here, the awareness that is a prime direct perception comprehending them does not 
engage in the object explicitly by way of them appearing in a dualistic manner but are known by the prime direct 
perception comprehending them. Basically what is being explained here is that the lack of inherent existence of 
a person and the aggregates as perceived directly by an awareness without any dualistic appearance is ultimate 
truth.  
So, the definition of ultimate truth is: that which is realised in a non-dualistic manner by a direct valid cognisor 
that realises it directly.  
And the definition of conventional truth is: that which is realised in a dualistic manner by a direct valid cognisor 
realising it directly.  
In the past I presented the differences between the definitions of conventional and ultimate truth as presented 
here in the Bodhisattvacharyavatara and those that are presented in the Madhyamaka.2 
According to the Bodhisattvacharyavatara, both ultimate truth and the conventional truth are presented as 
being directly perceived by an awareness, and the significant criterion for both conventional and ultimate truth 
is that they are cognised directly.  

                                                           
 
 



According to the Madhyamakavatara the definition of a conventional truth is: the meaning found by valid 
cognisor engaged in a nominal analysis, as well as being a nominal cognisor with regard to the found meaning.  
The definition of ultimate truth is: the meaning found by a valid cognisor engaged in ultimate analysis which 
becomes a valid cognisor engaged in ultimate analysis with regard to that object.  
 
12. If there is no inherent existence, then there would be no point in training in generosity and so forth to 
attain the result of enlightenment. How do the Madyamika answer this argument from the Realists? 
 
The point here, as I’ve explained previously many times, is that not only the perfection of wisdom, but all the 
earlier perfections need to also be combined with wisdom – otherwise it would be as if they were blind. The 
earlier practices such as generosity, morality and so forth cannot, in themselves, become a means to achieve full 
enlightenment without the wisdom realising emptiness. Without the wisdom realising emptiness they are like a 
blind person, who cannot go to a faraway destination by themselves. Thus, the earlier practices of generosity 
and so forth, need to be complemented with the wisdom realising emptiness, whereby they become the 
perfection of generosity and so forth. 
For example, when generosity is complemented with the wisdom realising emptiness, it is practised with the 
understanding that all three – the individual who is being generous, the substance that is being given, and the 
recipient of the generosity – are empty of inherent existence. With that realisation, generosity becomes a 
perfection of generosity. These particular characteristics are similarly applied to the rest of the perfections. The 
reason the perfections practised in this way are referred to as practices that are ‘gone beyond’ is that they lead 
to the state of enlightenment which is to go beyond samsara. They, as well as their objects, need to be guided 
up to the city of enlightenment.  
However this is not the case. As explained here, although generosity and so forth, which are practised in order 
to attain the results of enlightenment, are not truly established, one engages in them without investigation or 
analysis while holding them with the wisdom realising them to be false, like an illusion. Using the example of an 
illusion, one can establish the lack of inherent existence of the training in generosity and so forth. 
If, without going into specific investigation or analysis, the remaining perfections are not held by the wisdom 
realising the lack or absence of inherent existence, then they do not gain the name ‘having gone beyond’ [or do not 
bear the name ’perfection’] and they, as well as their objects, need to be guided up to the city of enlightenment.  
  

 


